Benchmarks
Several real-time PCR options are available to type single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in a target DNA sequence (1) (2) (3) . The most commonly used assays are the 5′ exonuclease (TaqMan ® ) assay, the hybridization probe-also called fluorescence energy transfer-assay, and the molecular beacon assay. According to general design rules, probes should fulfill a number of criteria related to their base composition, GC content, secondary structure, and melting temperature. Cross-hybridizing probes and secondary structures must be avoided as they lead to inter-or intraprobe annealing, making them unavailable for hybridization with their target. Unusual GC contents and nucleotide repeats must be avoided as well. Because of these constraints, real-time PCR typing of polymorphic nucleotides located within DNA sequences included in secondary structures remains a technical challenge. In the present report, the usefulness of a pair of customized molecular beacons was investigated for the typing of a SNP included in high GC inverted repeat DNA. Our data show that incorporating bases from the inverted repeat flanking the polymorphic nucleotide in the target sequence yields beacons with good discriminatory capacity, though with unusual thermodynamic properties.
The selected target DNA was a known genetic marker for Burkholderia pseudomallei, a pathogenic bacterium responsible for a severe disease in humans named melioidosis (4) . Based on compilations of DNA sequences built for strain typing (5), nucleotide 2952 of gltB in B. pseudomallei and related species was found polymorphic and useful for the purpose of species identification. gltB codes for a glutamate synthase in these species and is part of a multiple locus sequence typing scheme (5) . However, SNP typing of nucleotide 2952 by real-time PCR was predicted to be unsuccessful because of the high GC content of the flanking regions and because strong secondary structures are present ( Figure 1A ). Real-time PCR probe design softwares such as Primer Express ® (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) or Beacon Designer (Premier Biosoft International, Palo Alto, CA, USA) failed to compute any discriminatory probes for that SNP, even under poorly stringent conditions.
In order to deal with the secondary structures of the target DNA, the sequence of a native inverted repeat was merged in the beacon sequence in such a manner that it acts dually as part of the beacon's stem and as a specific hybridization probe ( Figure  1 ). The following 23-mer beacons were synthesized by Eurogentec (Liège, Belgium): 5′-Yakima Yellow ® -TAGCCGCTTCGGCGTGACGGCTA -3′-DABCYL (BG0075) and 5′-Texas Red-TAGCCGCTTCGGTGTGACGG CTA-3′-DABCYL (BG0106). The beacons had predicted melting temperatures (T m ) of 71.4°C for the stem part and 67°C (BG0075) and 64°C (BG0106) for the target complementary part. T m calculation of the stem part was made according to the Zuker algorithm (6) assuming the presence of 50 mM Na + /K + and 3 mM Mg 2+ . T m calculation of the target-specific probe sequence was done according to SantaLucia (7), assuming 50 mM Na + /K + , 400 mM probe, and no Mg 2+ adjustment. This calculated value was confirmed experimentally by thermal denaturation profiling using a complementary oligonucleotide target. Taken individually, the loop of the beacons had a T m around 40°C; this value, which is the one calculated usually for molecular beacons, is misleading here as it does not account for the total part of the beacon hybridizing with the target sequence. Compared with the recommended size of 30-40 bases (2), the present beacons were just 23 bases long.
The beacons were incorporated in a real-time PCR assay together with the two amplimers gltB-F 5′-CTCGAAGATCAAGCAGGTCGC-3′ and gltB-R 5′-ACGTGATCGGCC Fluorescence was measured during the temperature step at 65°C in optical windows optimized for Yakima Yellow and Texas Red using excitation filters of 530 ± 15 nm and 575 ± 15 nm and emission filters of 575 ± 10 nm and 625 ± 15 nm, respectively. The beacons displayed good signal-to-noise ratios and could readily type the target SNP as depicted in Figure 2 . Beacon BG0075 was remarkably specific, as it yielded no fluorescence signal at all when assayed on the gltB-2952T allele (Figure 2A ). Beacon BG0106 was less discriminatory, as it hybridized partially to the gltB-2952C allele ( Figure 2B ). When plotted against each other, fluorescence intensities clustered into two well-defined zones, each corresponding to a defined sequence type ( Figure 2C ).
In conclusion, this brief report shows that real-time PCR typing of polymorphic nucleotides located within inverted repeat DNA structures with high GC content can be achieved with the help of molecular beacons. The key element when designing beacons for this purpose is a sequence fragment taken from the target inverted repeat DNA to act dually as a stem structure for the beacon and as part of the probe sequence for target hybridization. Beacons with similar shared-stem structures have been described in the past, though not with the aim of typing SNPs in inverted repeat DNA (8) . Such beacons were designed to have one arm of their stem participating in target hybridization and were shown to form more stable duplexes with target molecules compared with conventional beacons. However, their SNP resolution capacity was slightly weaker. Whatever their fine structure, shared-stem molecular beacons described here and elsewhere (8) display atypical T m values and are not ruled according to common probe design softwares. They nonetheless have the potential to perform efficiently in SNP typing, as demonstrated here. The design of similar beacons is likely to facilitate real-time PCR typing of SNPs included in GC-rich inverted repeats, which are frequently encountered in microbial genomes. 
